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Ab initio description of domain walls in Permalloy: Energy of formation and resistivities
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To determine the formation energy and resistivity for domain walls in permalloy~fcc-Ni85Fe15) we use the
fully relativistic spin-polarized screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method for layered systems and the corre-
sponding Kubo-Greenwood equation in the context of the~inhomogeneous! coherent potential approximation.
We find that the difference in formation energy between 90° and 180° domains becomes very small if the
domain wall width increases. Furthermore, we show that regardless of the configuration within a domain wall
the in-plane components of the resistivity are larger than in a single domain and, in particular, that the
anisotropic magnetoresistance ratio within the domain wall vanishes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.054406 PACS number~s!: 75.30.Hx, 73.22.2f, 75.30.Gw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite recent advances in magnetic imaging the width
domain walls, which is typically only of the order of sev
eral hundred Å, not even the best high resolution exp
ments in domain mapping are able to give reasonably r
able values for the size and magnetic configuration of th
walls. Therefore magnetic domains walls and their cor
sponding electric transport properties still pose substan
experimental and theoretical problems. Very often sim
models have to serve to interpret available experimental
on domain walls, in particular in the context of their elect
cal transport properties; see Refs. 1–9. The firstab initio like
description and calculation of domain walls was publish
only very recently;10 this included a long discussion o
the relations between phenomenological andab initio
approaches.

Here we will calculate the formation energies of va
ous types of domain walls and their resistivities for p
malloy ~fcc Ni85Fe15) by using, as in Ref. 10, the fully
relativistic spin-polarized screened Korringa-Koh
Rostoker method for layered systems11 augmented by the
~inhomogeneous! single-site coherent potential approxim
tion ~CPA!.12 The self-consistent potentials and effecti
fields correspond to calculations reported in a previo
paper14 and refer to the experimental lattice constant for
Ni85Fe15.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Domain walls and their energy of formation

We start by defining the domain wall configurations so
to set the framework for calculating their energy of form
tion, i.e., the energy to twist the magnetic configuration fro
its orientation in one domain to the orientation in an adjac
domain. LetDE@Ci(L)# denote11 the energy difference of a
particular magnetic configurationCi(L) of L atomic layers
0163-1829/2003/68~5!/054406~8!/$20.00 68 0544
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~properly embedded in between two semi-infinite system!
with respect to a given reference configurationC0(L),

DE@Ci~L !#5E@Ci~L !#2E@C0~L !#, ~1!

where, when adopting the magnetic force theorem,E@Ci(L)#
andE@C0(L)# refer to grand canonical potentials atT50. If
ca

p denotes the respective concentrations of the constitu
A and B in layer p, then in terms of the~inhomogeneous!
CPA for layered systems12 DE@Ci(L)# is given by

DE@Ci~L !#5 (
p51

L

DEp@Ci~L !#5 (
p51

L

(
a5A,B

ca
pDEa

p@Ci~L !#,

~2!

Ea
p@Ci~L !#5E

eb

eF
na

p@e;Ci~L !#~e2eF!de, ~3!

where thena
p@e;Ci(L)# are the components of the layerwis

projected density of states corresponding to the magn
configurationCi(L), eb denotes the bottom of the valenc
band, andeF is the Fermi energy of the substrate~semi-
infinite system!. According to the definition given in Eq.~1!
DE@Ci(L)#.0 implies thatC0(L) is the preferred configura
tion, whereas forDE@Ci(L)#,0, Ci(L) is preferred.

For the present study of 90° and 180° Bloch walls it
useful to define the following magnetic configurations@ x̂ and
ŷ refer to the in-plane coordinate vectors,ẑ is normal to the
plane~layers!#,

~4!

and
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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whereL5N1L11L212b. The orientation of the magneti
zation in the individual layersn̂k is given by

n̂k1
5R~Qk1

!x̂, n̂k2
8 5R~Qk2

8 !ŷ, ~6!

whereR(Qk1
) andR(Qk2

8 ) are ~clockwise! rotations around

the axis andk1,2 are integers between 1 andL1,2. Similar to
Ref. 10 we use the simple model of linear Bloch wal
namely,

Qk1
5k1

90°

L1
and Qk2

8 5k2

90°

L2
. ~7!

In Eq. ~5! the indexi denotes different configurations, i.e
different choices ofL1,2 and N. This set of atomic layers
containsb ‘‘buffer layers’’ at each end of the wall with ori-
entationsn̂l5 x̂ on the left andn̂r52 x̂ or n̂r5 ŷ on the right.
Equation~4! refers to a collinear magnetic configuration wi
the magnetization oriented uniformly in-plane alongx̂. It
should be noted that in terms of Eq.~5! noncollinear mag-
netic structures can be easily defined:13 in each plane the
orientation of the magnetization is uniform~two-dimensional
translational symmetry!, while the orientation between dif
ferent planes can vary in an arbitrary manner.

While the magnetic anisotropy energy for bulk Ni85Fe15 is
very small indeed, it is larger by three orders of magnitu
for free surfaces of permalloy;14 in both cases for a Ni con
centration of 85% an in-plane orientation of the magneti
tion, namely, the configuration defined in Eq.~4!, is pre-
ferred. SinceC0(L) refers to the magnetic ground sta
configuration~uniform in-plane magnetization alongx̂, or
equivalent to2 x̂, ŷ and 2 ŷ) in Ni85Fe15(100) the energy
difference defined in Eq.~1! with respect to magnetic con
figurations of the type given in Eq.~5! can be regarded as th
energy of formation for a domain wall; it is a kind of ‘‘twist
ing energy’’ that is needed to form noncollinear structures
should be noted that in Ni85Fe15 a thickness of 1 ML corre-
sponds to about 1.77 Å, i.e., thicknesses given in the follo
ing in terms of monolayer are almost twice as large in Å

As can be seen from Table I we specify different dom
wall configurationsCi(L) by varyingN,L1, andL2; not only
will we consider 90° and 180° domains walls, but by incre

TABLE I. Different types of Bloch walls considered,L85L
22b8, see Eq.~5!.

N L1 ,L2 Type

0 L15L25L8/2 180° Bloch wall
0 L15L8, L250 90° Bloch wall

Þ0 L15L2,L8/2 two 90° Bloch walls
05440
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ing N to a sufficiently large number we can study two 9
domain walls separated from one another. For a 180° dom
wall, e.g., the domain wall width is given byL85(L22b)
5L11L2; for a 90° domain wall byL1.

All energy differences in Eq.~1! are evaluated at zero
temperature in terms of the magnetic force theorem by in
grating in the upper half of the complex energy plane alon
contour which starts at a real energy well below the vale
band and ends at the Fermi energy. For these calculatio
total of 660ki points in the ISBZ is used; as was shown
Ref. 11 in the case of magnetic anisotropy energies this g
antees well converged results. In all calculations the ato
sphere approximation is used; in all angular momentum
pansions the maximal quantum number, is two and the
parent lattice13 refers to a fcc-lattice with the experiment
lattice constant for Ni85Fe15, namely, 6.695 a.u.

B. Domain wall resistivities

We use the Kubo-Greenwood equation for the diago
~mmth! element of the conductivity tensor for a particul
magnetic configurationCi(L) of a structure that has only
two-dimensional invariance; this is given as12,15,16

smm@L;Ci~L !#5 lim
d→0

smm@L;Ci~L !;d#, mP~x,y,z!,

~8!

whereL is the total number of atomic layers considered a
d refers to the imaginary part of the complex Fermi ener
EF5EF1 id. For a current in the plane of the layers~CIP!
geometry the corresponding element of the resistivity ten
is defined by12,15,16

rmm@L;Ci~L !;d#5$smm@L;Ci~L !;d#%21, ~9!

rmm@L;Ci~L !#5 lim
d→0

rmm@L;Ci~L !;d#. ~10!

When the magnetization in all the layers point along t
same direction, e.g., along thex axis,@see Eq.~4!#, and in the
limit of L→`, Eq. ~10! corresponds to the so-called residu
resistivity of a binary substitutional alloys; in principal th
can depend on the orientation of the magnetization cho
i.e.,

lim
L→`

$ lim
d→0

rmm@L;C0~L !;d#%5rmm
0 ~C0!. ~11!
6-2
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For example, forC0(L)5$n̂i un̂i5 ẑ;1< i<L% we find

rxx
0 ~C0!5ryy

0 ~C0!Þrzz
0 ~C0!, ~12!

while for n̂i5 x̂,

rxx
0 ~C0!Þryy

0 ~C0!5rzz
0 ~C0!. ~13!

By taking C0(L)5$x̂, . . . ,x̂%, see Eq.~4!, we define the
anisotropic magnetoresistance~AMR! ratio R(L) in terms of
the diagonal elements of the resistivity parallel and perp
dicular to the chosen uniform orientation of the magneti
tion, e.g., by the following ratio:

R~L !5
rxx@C0~L !#2ryy@C0~L !#

rxx@C0~L !#
. ~14!

In dealing with bulklike cubic systems@see Eq.~4!#,17 the
denominator in Eq.~14! is usually replaced by

lim
L→`

rav@C0~L !#5
1

3
lim

L→`
$r i@C0~L !#12r'@C0~L !#%,

~15!

and the AMR is defined by

FIG. 1. Sketch of the angular profile keepingL85L22b, see
text, fixed to 36 ML. Squares:L15L2518, N50; circles: L1

5L259, N518; up-triangle:L15L256, N524; down-triangles:
L15L253, N530, diamonds:L15L252, N532. Shown is the
rotation angle aroundẑ in each layer.
05440
-
-

R5 lim
L→`

rxx@C0~L !#2ryy@C0~L !#

rav@C0~L !#
5

r i2r'

rav
. ~16!

In analogy with Eq.~14! one can define an anisotropic ma
netoresistance for non-collinear structures as

R@Ci~L !#5
rxx@Ci~L !#2ryy@Ci~L !#

rxx@Ci~L !#
, ~17!

whereCi(L) is now a magnetic configuration as given in E
~5!. In particular theserxx ,ryy , and R@Ci(L)# characterize
the electrical transport properties of domain walls in the c
of the CIP.

In the present calculations the surface-Brillouin-zone
tegrals needed in the evaluation of the electrical conducti
within the Kubo-Greenwood approach12 were obtained by
considering 1830ki points in the irreducible wedge of th
surface Brillouin zone. All scattering channels up to and
cluding ,max52 were taken into account. The diagonal com
ponents of the conductivity tensor were evaluated for fin
values ofd @see Eq.~8!#, and then numerically extrapolate
~continued! to the real energy axis.

FIG. 2. Layer- and component-resolved interlayer exchange
twisting energy forL542 ML. The various cases ofL1 ,L2, andN
are indicated. Note that the first and last three layers refer to bu
layers. Circles and triangles refer to Ni and Fe, respectively,
squares to the average.
6-3
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III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we sketch the noncollinear configurations in E
~5! for L536. For example,L15L2518 depicts a 180° do

FIG. 3. Layer-resolved interlayer exchange or twisting ene
for growing values ofL. The various cases ofL1 ,L2, and N are
indicated. Note that the first and last three layers are the bu
layers.

FIG. 4. Domain wall formation energy with respect toL85L
22b; see the text.
05440
.

main wall in which the magnetization rotates 5° betwe
adjacent layers; while forL15L259, andN518 there are
two 90° domain walls each 9 ML wide that are separated
18 atomic layers oriented along theŷ axis (Qk1

590°, Qk2
8

50). While for the first case there is a gradual and unifo
rotation in all other cases we consider the rotation var
faster in discrete regions of the wall, and the magnetizat
points alongŷ in the remainder of the atomic layers.

For the discussion below of the energy of domain w
formation it should be recalled that in principle all quantiti
are evaluated at zero temperature; to reach magnetic con
rations corresponding to aDE@Ci(L)#.0 the temperature
has to be finite~150 K correspond to about 14 meV!.

A. Formation energies

To illustrate the characteristic energy changes caused
changing the profile of the rotation anglesQ and Q8 the
layer-resolved twisting energies~band energy differences!,
see Eq.~2!, are useful. In Figs. 2 and 3 two typical cases a
shown, namely,~1! keepingL constant and varyingN and~2!
keepingN constant and varyingL.

y

er

FIG. 5. Top: Energy of domain wall formation as a function
L11L2, see Eqs.~1! and~5!. Bottom: Difference in energy betwee
a single 180° domain wall and when this wall is split into two b
inserting a domain ofN ML that has its magnetization pointing a
90° to the two outer domains, see Eq.~18!.
6-4
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In Fig. 2 the situation forL542 is displayed. From this
figure one can see, quite impressively, that~1! by increasing
N increasingly thinner domain walls between 90° doma
are formed and~2! that indeed those layers in which th
orientation of the magnetization is alongŷ do not contribute
to the total twisting energy~the directionsx̂ and ŷ are
equivalent!. However, one can see another perhaps unan
pated effect; as the domain walls become thinner the Fe-
contribution to the twisting energy increases drastica
when the domain wall is 1 ML thick the Fe contributions a
almost twice as large as the Ni contribution. Clearly enou
such small domain walls are unrealistic, i.e., only academ
however, these cases show in dramatic terms what happe
the domain walls in permalloy shrink.

In Fig. 3 the opposite behavior is illustrated by keepingN
constant and varyingL15L2. Again one sees that in bot
cases displayed, namelyN50 and 6, the form of the domain
walls are unchanged asL15L2 is increased andN is held
constant. Note that in Figs. 2 and 3 the contributions o
from the first 3 ML buffer layers at each end are show
since for further buffer layers these contributions rapid
vanish. In the semi-infinite bulk part of the systems und
investigation they have to be exactly zero. This is the v
reason of why it is so important to include a sufficient nu

FIG. 6. Comparison of resistivities~top! and AMR ~bottom! for
a single domain~full symbols! and a 180° domain wall.
05440
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ber of buffer layers: the transition from the walls into th
bulk ~domains! has to be as smoothly as possible.

As seen from the changing scales for the different ent
in Fig. 2 the twisting energy rises sharply with decreas
thickness of the domain wall. BeyondN56 the layers ori-
ented alongŷ do not contribute to the twisting energy. Th
behavior is summarized in Fig. 4, where we note that
fixed L15L2 increasingL does not changeDE appreciably.

In the upper part of Fig. 5 we show the smallest twisti
energies for 90° and 180° domain walls, namely, those re
ring to the linear variation of the rotation angles; see Fig.
The dashed line in Fig. 5 serves as guide to the eye. I
interesting to note that on the scale shown in this figure th
is virtually no difference in the formation energies of two 9
or one 180° domain walls provided the total length is t
same. It should be noted that in this figureL ranges from
;60 to ;320 Å. In the lower half of Fig. 5 we address a
interesting situation; namely the energy needed to spl
180° domain wall in two by inserting a domain of thickne
N oriented perpendicular to the outer domains. We define
energy of formation for two 90° domains in a 180° doma
wall as

D«~L;N!5DE@Ci~L1 ;N;L2 ;b!#2DE@Ci~L1 ;0;L2 ;b8!#,
~18!

FIG. 7. Comparison of resistivities~top! and AMR ~bottom! for
a single domain~full symbols! and a 90° domain wall.
6-5
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and see from Fig. 5 that for

L5L11L21N12b5L11L212b8, ~19!

this quantity is indeed very small and, furthermore, forN
.6 remains constant, i.e., we find that in permalloy a 18
wall may easily fractionate into two 90° walls. It will b
shown in the following section that at least in the inves
gated case of CIP the actual width of the domain wall is
little importance for the resistivities and the AMR withi
the wall.

B. Domain wall resistivities

In the upper part of Fig. 6 we show the resistivities a
function ofL for a single domain@corresponding to the mag
netic configuration in Eq.~4!, i.e., for a single~infinite! do-
main with an in-plane orientation of the magnetization#, and
for a 180° domain wall. As can be easily seen, not only
rxx andryy quite a bit larger in a 180° wall compared to th
for a domain, but they are also almost equal in magnitude
shown in the lower part of this figure the AMR in the doma
wall almost vanishes. The same situation applies to a
domain wall; see Fig. 7. It should be noted that in Figs. 6 a
7 different scales for the domain wall widths are used. As
all previous cases, see for example the discussion in Ref
beyond a sufficiently large value ofL the resistivitiesrxx and
ryy are linear inL ~see Fig. 8!, i.e., they can be easily ex
trapolated to the experimental domain wall widths.

FIG. 8. Thickness dependence of domain wall resistivities
180° ~left column! and 90°~right column! walls, L5L11L212b.
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An interesting question to be addressed is the evolution
splitting of a 180° domain wall into two 90° domain walls
This is shown in Fig. 9 by considering prototypes of walls
width L85L22b52L11N with varyingL8 andN. As to be
expected for an increasing number of layers oriented al
ŷ (N) theryy component increases whilerxx decreases; this
is the origin of the change in sign of the CIP-AMR.

IV. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In Ref. 3 a NiFe wire~thickness: 200 Å; width: 1mm;
length: 300mm! with CoSm pads was investigated~a! in the
presence of a repetition of 2N180° domain walls and~b! in
the absence of domain walls. It was found that the differe
in resistance between these two cases is independent of
perature and decreases linearly with the number of dom
walls. From this linear behavior the authors estimated
domain wall width to be about 1mm and suggested tha
‘‘ . . . the observed decrease in magnetoresistance can be
plained by the AMR effect in the domain walls.’’

By using zigzag wires the normalized magnetoresista
in Ni80Fe20 presented in Ref. 9 is also nearly independent
temperature and amounts to about 0.1%. These authors fi

r
FIG. 9. The AMR as a function ofL85L22b ~see the text! for

a 180° domain wall and for two 90° walls separated byN ML
whose magnetization is perpendicular to the outer domains. As
separationN between the 90° walls increases the AMR chang
sign, going from positive to negative.
6-6
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AB INITIO DESCRIPTION OF DOMAIN WALLS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 054406 ~2003!
difference of about20.0831026 Vcm between a multi-
domain and a single domain resistivity (59.66
31026 V cm). In Ref. 4 the same group of authors use
semi-empirical formulas given by Comstock18 to suggest that
the actual film thickness is of quite some importance for
domain wall magnetoresistance. For film thicknesses of
40, and 100 nm they quoted Bloch wall thicknesses of
20, and 50 nm, while forbulk permalloy their domain wall
width is estimated to be 2000 nm. This latter thickness se
to be rather large.

A decrease in resistance in the presence of domain w
this time in terms of a nanocontact between two NiFe wir
is reported in Ref. 5 together with an ‘‘AMR ratio’’ o
21.1% if the magnetic field is applied transverse to the w
axis and in the plane of the sample.

The very special sample arrangements used in these
perimental findings, in particular the reported resistivity~or
resistance! values, do not allow us to make direct compa
sons to the calculations we made. Most of the experime
papers mention the ‘‘AMR effect,’’ and the reduction of r
sistivities due to this effect. Despite the different experime
tal set ups used all the above quoted experimental inves
tions do indicate surprisingly large domain wall widths a
rather small AMR values~about 1%! for permalloy. These
findings corroborate the present theoretical calculations,
in the case of 180° and 90° domain walls the AMR with
the domain wall is close to zero.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a fully relativisticab initio calcula-
tions for the formation energy and resistivities of doma
walls in permalloy (Ni85Fe15). The main results of this stud
can be summarized as follows.

~1! In 90° as well as in 180° domain walls the most like
magnetic configuration corresponds to a linear increase
the rotation angle between adjacent layers; see Table I.

~2! In the domain walls the components of the resistiv
tensor parallel and perpendicular to the orientation of
magnetization are slightly larger than in a single domain.
both types of domain walls the anisotropic magnetore
tance nearly vanishes.

~3! As the energy of formation~twisting energy! and the
n-

.
v.
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domain wall resistivities are defined with respect to one a
the same given noncollinear magnetic configuration a con
tent description of both quantities has been given.

Inasmuch as the AMR is used as the underlying phys
phenomenon for recording it can be concluded that in
presence of domains walls the AMR active parts in perm
loy are confined to the interiors of domains, i.e., the AMR
the walls is negligible. As the energy differences between
180° and two fractionated 90° walls is small we anticipa
that at room temperature permalloy has walls that fluctu
between these two possibilities. Therefore, when a 180°
main wall splits into a sequence of 90° domain walls
AMR fluctuates between positive and negative values~see
Fig. 9! for the CIP geometry we considered; this would de
nitely limit the use of permalloy in sensor applications
room temperature if one used this geometry. In other wo
one should be sure to design AMR sensors using perma
so as to avoid this CIP geometry in which fluctuations in t
wall can change the AMR, e.g., if one drives the curre
perpendicular to the plane of the layers then the fluctuati
in the pattern of the walls we found would not affect th
AMR in this direction. Finally, with respect to the AMR i
seems to be irrelevant whether one has a 90° or 180° dom
wall; fortunately for its applications to devices the AM
from the walls simply vanishes.

From a purely theoretical standpoint of view it should
recalled that domain walls are manifestations of noncollin
magnetism and as such should be treated in an approp
manner; the simplest well-defined way consists of assum
noncollinearity in the context of two-dimensional transl
tional symmetry.
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